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One Hundred Dollars Reward
Cnlyn Greer
Robbery of several items occurred at G.S.U. during the Christmas break. The Dean of
CCS, The Innovator and Paul Schranz's offices, were vandalized. Missing from the In
novator was a typewriter, a camera which was the personal property of a student, a light
meter, and a tape recorder. Taken from Paul Schranz's office was $1,400. 00 worth of
cameras and lighting systems. Strangely enough the robbers did not bother personal
property of both professor Bracken and professor Schranz. Various items were taken from
the Dean of CCS office, including a clock.
The robbery is not covered by insurance because according to Richard Strutters of the
Business Office, "The state does not allow us to insure equipment." The items taken will
have to be replaced from the budget somewhere and this will take some time." Meanwhile

the robbery has hurt the students because they no longer have these items to learn from. A
work-study job no longer exists because of damage to a dark room where a student worked.
For this reason students of photography have raised 50 dollars of their own money towards
the reward. Fifty dollars was also contributed by Paul Schranz and Mel Muchni.k. The
reward will only be given for the arrest and convictions of the thieves.

GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY
Park Forest South,
Illinois 60466
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Financial Aid Explains

Jluy 17' 1918
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In an interview that I had with Mr. Ralph
Franklin in the office of Financial Aids, this is
the explanation he offered to students for the
delay in Financial Aid checks from January
1, to January 30, 1978.
In the past some financial aid recipients
have registered for classes, picked up their
award checks, dropped their courses during
the Add-Drop period, and disappeared. In the
past it was very difficult to find these
students. Mr. Franklin pointed out that a
student might not have the money to repay
the university so the present system will be
better. The new system will give the office of
Financial Aids a chance to receive an Add
Drop print-<lut and stop disqualified students
from receiving checks. He said it was un
fortunate for students that the change did not
occur in September, because he realizes that
students have included the money they were
to receive January 1, in their current
budgets. Mr. Franklin said it is a case of
"students hurting other students. "
In the last issue of the Innovator the
Director of Financial Aids made it clear that
money will be made available for emergency
cases.

Govemental

Cner Day

at G.S.U.

Twenty government agencies have so far
confirmed they will participate in another
governmental career information day for the
public as well as students at Governors State
University.
Answering questions about employment
Monday, January 23, 1978, from 2 to 7 p.m. in
the Hall of Governors will be:
1. Food and Drug administration
2. Federal Home Loan Bank board
3. Railroad Retirement board
4. Department of Housing and Urban
Development
5. Veterans administration
6. Federal Energy administration
7. Chanute Air Force base
8. Metropolitan Correctional center
9. Navy
10. FBI

11 Department of Health, Education and
Welfare
12 Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms
13
14
15
16
17
18

General Services admmistration
Department of Labor
U.S. Civil Service commission
Federal Highway administration
Defense Contract Audit agency
Department of Law Enforcement

General Accounting Office
Information will include procedures used
by federal and state agencies in applying for
positions, and the kinds of career positions
available within the agencies.
Members of the public as well as students
may drop by the agency of their choice, ac
cording to the university placement office.
The placement office telephone is 312-5345000, X2163.
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GSU ARCHIVES

Admissions secretary Fran Bemst£.;.a &ouuu �0.00 in a wad diU'ing registration. She then
gave the money to security, who later received a phone call in regards to the money. After a
series of questions they had proof that the caller was the owner of the money and the money
was returned to a grateful student.

Cffz.E. ffnnoCJaf'o'l.

Effective llovember 21, 1977

Busing Schedule
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Student Speaks 1M
As a user of public transportation in the Chicago Area for the past two years, I would like

to give an opinion on the "Should G.S. U. provide bus service to students?" debate. Ms. Haig

offered some good points on the expense, both in money and inconvenience, by using the

R.T.A. ( Regional Transit Authority) service. The cost she cited, however, was on the

assumption that students leave from the Randolph Street station. Students living North

have additional expenses.
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can delay the most conscientious driver. The more road traveled,the more delays until the

driver is often a half-hour to the hour behind schedule. R. T.A. drivers must keep a schedule

and cannot wait for delayed trains. The G .S. U. bus had only the road conditions between the
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As an R. T.A. user of some experience,I'm familiar with the way In which road conditions
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Now,I would like to reply to Mr. David's concerns. I cannot speak for others but despite
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receiving some financial aid I pay for my travel expenses,or rather,the greater portion of
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train station and the university to contend with and could wait for delayed trains.
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ARRIVES

to the Editor
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the money I earn under State Funds does . I think transportation i s eating up a larger por

tion of work study student's funds. It i s my understanding that Student Services Is to

provide services to the students. Because of my tight schedule, the G.S. U. bus service was

one of the few services I've used. I think investigation will show that many of the students
who pay the mandatory student service fee do not attend the functions listed under

humanities and student organizations. Why can't some of these funds be rechanneled to
restore the G.S.U. bus service? I don't feel that 'lack of funds' is a realistic issue. Mr. Davis

expressed concern about competing with R.T. A., a commercial service. If the G.S.U. bus
could be viewed as competition why are car pool s and commuter shuffle services,provided
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by some communities,allowed? Considering the problems confronting the R. T. A. , I feel the

loss of business between the train station and G.S. U. to be something it could absorb.
What concerns me is that

as

a person I have been denied a viable alternative and this I

resent. I do not feel that I am alone in this and hope that this service to the university body

will be restored

as

soon as possible.
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Respectfully 1

Janet Rohdenburg

CHLD student

Congratulations on your best issue ever <December 19, 1977) . All of the articles were
interesting, well-written and relevant. Editorials and personal opinions were clearly
identifed as such. I especially enjoyed the "Eselkopf Awards Nominations. " With just a
litUe better proofreading Tbe IDDovator will indeed be a good student newspaper. "Ex
cellent" is a word I try not to use lighUy,as Is common at GSU> . Great work,keep it up.
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If you are planning to graduate in April, 1978, please note the deadline for submitting your
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Appllcatlon for Graduatloo and Student Progreaa Report Forms is no later than February

1, 1978.

Satur1ay ·

'lo ::,ange

Please do not apply for graduation if you have any outstanding units required for
graduation other than the current sess ion (Winter '78).

PUBLICATION DATES AND ADVERTISING DEADLINES FOR 1978
DEADLINE DATE
January 10, 1978

PUBLISHING DATE

February 7, 1978

January 30, 1978
February 13, 1978

February 21, 1978
March 7, 1978

March 21, 1978
April 4, 1978

April 18, 1978

February 27, 1978
March 13, 1978
March 27, 1978
April 10, 1978

May 2, 1978

April 24, 1978
May 8, 1978

June 13, 1978

June 5, 1978

May 2, 1978

May 30, 1978

May 22, 1978

June 19, 1978
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Membership Drive for G.S.U. Chorale
is seeking
Dr. Rudolf Strukoff, a new music professor in the College of Cultural Studies
Governor
at
orchestra
music
chamber
and
chorus
university
community
a
members for
of 12 vio ns,four
State University. At least 40 singers are needed. Also a chamber orchestra
the chotr. In ad
violas,two cellos, one bass and one horn will be organized to accompany

�

dition an experienced rehearsal accompanist is also needed.
to join. Three
G.S.U. students,faculty, staff and area residents are welcomed and urged
e of two oratories
soloists,a soprano,tenor and baritone will be needed for the performanc
by Franz Sch �bert. First r earsal
"Requiem" by Gabriel Fourd,and "Mass in G Major"
at 8 p.m. m G.S.U r�ttal hall.
1978,
23,
y
Januar
on
be
will
s
and organizational meeting
10 p.m. Concert date IS Sunday,
to
from 8
Regular rehearsals will be on Monday evenings

�

.
April 16, 1978, at G.S.U. recital hall.
only •s D .
will be pleased to know that not
.
Interested singe rs and musicians
mustc bu
er of vocal instrumental chamber
Strukoff a fine and published compos
An ew Uru�erstty
at
es
ica. " He has received his degre
been listed in "Who 's Who In Amer
can Socte y of
Amen
the
of
ber
mem
a
also
is
Strukoff
and Michl gan State University. Dr.
and Nat10nal
iation
Assoc
, American Choral Directors
Composers, Authors,and Publi shers
ng.
Association of Teachers of Singi
at 312-534-5000, ext ·
. Chorale can contact Dr. Struckoff
Persons wishing to join the G.S.U

�

� ::�
�

.

�

2454 .

P.A.G. What it is, Who can join

tion dedicated to sup
Performing Arts Gt•ild (P.A.G.) is a service organiza
to i l:S mem�rs as a
rebates
ticket
offers
P.A.G.
arts.
.
.
porting the performing
ctiv tbes: This system
�
P.A.G.
at
"reward" for those who volunteer their services
en a
at th�tr convemence.
encourages members to go and see the performing arts
a
wld,
G
the
to
back
ecetpt
r
a
or
stub
�
member purchases a ticket and brin
IS open to all GSU students.
rship
Membe
ed.
prepar
is
t
rsemen
reimbu
The

�e

Tuesday,January 24,1978,P.A.G. will hold a m eeting at 3:00P.M.

�

in the theatre .

Cfh.L [Jnnovato�
I

1 1be Learning Assistance Center
Cnlyn

Greer

Located in a tiny corner near the children's
book section in the Learning Resource Center
is a valuable asset to G.S.U. "The Learning
Assistance Center." This Center can help
students with basic skills, help with modules
you are having trouble with, help you to
become a better student and offer tips for

taking tests.
Started in September of 1977 by the
President of G.S.U. who formed a task force
earlier to assess the need, the center has
helped many students. Some students I've
talked to felt that they would not have been
able to complete their modules in time
without the help they had received at the
center. One student used the center for help
with basic skills she lacked from being out of
school for seventeen years. A professor
recommended the center after reviewing her
work and realized that all the thoughts were
good-but not clearly written.

&II

Help

Staff members help students along with the
tutors although staff member Glenda
Malon feels that "peer teaching" is in·
valuable. Students who have used the center
say that the staff is very friendly and will go

�

out of their way to help.
Student Jackie Bengston • a tutor for
Prairie State in music and a user of the center
feels that the center should be used for setting
a ground work for the entire course. She does
not seek out the help of the center when in
trouble, but before, at the beginning of a
course. She stresses that students should not

wait too long.
Tutor Vivian Martin looks upon her ex
perience with the center as a rewarding
experience, something she has personally
learned from. Students interested in tutoring
will be happy to know that module credit can
be earned. For further information call 5345000 x2319. The Center's hours are Monday
Friday 11:00 · 7 :30 p.m. Saturday 8:30 • 4:00.

LJ.C. staff hn left to

Improved Accessibility of Campus to the Handicapped

right

Lilia Zirzoo, Glellla Makll, 1111 M!ssa E. '*»lin

by
Erwin Konrad
A building survey was conducted on
November 16, 1977 to determine the extent
of Governors State University's com
plia� with federal guidelines, Section
504, which mandate the removal of
physical barriers to the handicapped in
dividual.
Participating in the building tour were
Esthel B. Allen, GSU Affirmative Action
Officer,
M ichael Foley,
BPO Chief
Opera ting Engineer,
Dr.
Elizabeth
Browne, a visually impaired professor in
the College of Cultural Studies, and
Richard Jones, a handicapped student
confined to a wheel chair.

Almost without exception, the needs of
the handicapped which were identified as
a result of the building tour are scheduled
for implementation in the near future,
contingent upon the availability of ap
propriated funds.
Through the courtesy of the Office of
Vice President for Administration, the
following information was made available
and is presented here in summary form:
PROJECTS TO BE COMPLETE D BY
JULY 1,1978:
1. Placement of braille numeral plates in
all public elevators for the designation of
floor levels.
2. Establishment of designated parking

zones and curb ramps for the handicapped main entrances of the building.
in areas convenient to the building.
2. Installation of rails and gates cir
3. Placement of luminous edge sight cumbscribing the depressed areas in the
guards on carpeted stairs.
various lounges.
4. Pending the cooperation of Ulinois
3. Installation of appropriate handles on
Bell, installation of.braille numerals on all restroom doors to facilitate the entering
public telephones.
and leaving by persons confined to a
. 5. Installation of necessary doorstops for wheelchair.
all classrooms.
4. Installation of handrails where the
6. Adjustment of the timing control on need exists.
elevator doors to allow the handicapped
All of the above mentioned projects are
person adequate time to ingress or egress scheduled for completion at the earliest
the elevator.
possible time within the tareet dates
PROJECTS TO BE COMPLETED BY shown.
'
JULY 1, 197 9:
1. Automatic door openers at the two

STUDENT HEALTH I NSURA NCE

J111aica Jubilee Discount Rates for Stud�s

What do you know or not know about your student insurance coverage? Do you know your
policy is medical and surgical coverage available to you 24 hours a day anywhere in the
world? We would like to answer any questions that you might have regarding the insurance
and its coverage, if you have a question, please submit it to the Health Services office

JAMAICA

SPRING VACATION -APRIL 22-29, 1978
JOIN US FORA JAMAICA JUBILEE!

Trvouts
•

for

"Virginia Woolf"

8 DAYS · 7 NIGHTS
INCLUDED IN THIS FANTASTIC FUN HOLIDAY:

Round trip air transportation to Montego Bay
Meal and beverage service in-flight
• Hotel accommodations for 7
nights at the Jack Tar Hotel (formerly the Playboy Club)
based on twin occupancy
· Round trip transfers from the airport to the hotel
• Baggage handling
•
·

· Free tennis
· Free snorkeling
•

Free water skiing
Free sailing

•

Free scuba lessons

•

Convenient-Child Care is Now at G.S.U.
For the convenience of university students and employees and their children, the child
care center: at Governors State University has been moved to the main university building.
The child care center is also open to area community residents for regularly scheduled
day care.
Formerly in a distant building on the campus, the GSU Child Care center is now on the
first floor where the placement office was located. The placement office has been moved to
the second floor near the gymnasium.

· Live nightly entertainment at the hotel
·U.S. departure tax, hotel tax, tips and gratuities for all included services
·NOT INCLUDED-Jamaican departure tax and items of a personal nature
$319.00 PER PERSON BASED ON TWIN OCCUPANCY. Price includes discount to GSU
students. CALL: HEMISPHERE TRAVEL, INC. ·541·7575 or CHICAGO NO. 631·1344.
$100.00 DEPOSIT REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY TO SECURE YOUR RESERVATION!

Registration Figures

Day care is available for children aged 2'>2 to 6 years five days a week from 8 a.m. to5:30

p.m.

An alternative care option for students, faculty, and staff is available through a drop-in
service for ages 3 to 12 years from 8:30a.m. to 11 p.m. at $1 hour.
Parents may coordinate a drop-in schedule with their class schedules for a full trimester.
Registration of children with the center is necessary prior to attendance.
Director of the GSU Child care center is Terry Swanson.

The following information is based on the January 4th and 5th registration for Winter 1978
Trimester. Official statistics will be available after the Add-Drop period has ended.
Advance Registrations
1-4-78 Cashier's Count
1-4-78 Financial Holds

Busing Issue

Sub-Total
1-5-78 Cashier's Count
1·5-78 Financial Holds

The termination of the GSU bus service and the schedule of the RTA bus were discussed
at the University Assembly Executive Committee meeting on December 21, 1977'. After
lengthy discussion it was moved that the following be forwarded to the President:
That the University should engage in negotiation with the RTA to provide adequate bus
service to and from the IC station and that until the University Assembly approves the
agreement the University should supplement the RTA bus service with University tran
sportation so that all trains during University hours are met. SSAC be asked to work with
the Fiscal Resources Committee on a way to consider defraying the costs of transportation
from the Student Activity Fees Fund.
The busing issue will be on the agenda when the University Assembly meets on January
26th at 2:00 p.m. in Engbretson Hall. If you are concerned about the busing situation please
attend this meeting. All parties will be given an opportunity to voice their opinions.
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Sub-Total
Total Cashier's Count
Total Financial Holds
TOTAL

2305
1759
60
1819
1190
114
1304
2949
174
3123

Withdrawal Dates
Block I
Block II
Block III

March4
February4
AprilS
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Editor's No
te : Although we find the subjec1

matter of thil article less than desirable for
pubUcatlon

in

a

student

newspaper,

�fftt/tlodaJl �
Jll;{�

the

popularity of Matt Koswenda 's columns led to

the decision to print lt. Mr. Koswenda claims
that more GSU peop;e recognize him than
President Leo Goodma ·Malamuth, and he is
probably right. Far and away the most talked
about

Innovator cont1lbutor,

Matthew

A.

Koswenda, in a perve1 'le sense, has to be
considered a major facf or in the newspaper's

111

recent upswing in re tdershlp. To the In·
novator's new readers may we introduce the
columnist

GSUers

ove

to

hate,

Matt

sbldent activity fee .....

Gregg DeBartolo

Koswenda!

collected from students' pockets at $15.00 a
During 1977, many college and university crack.) This committee was to be made up of
services here at G.S.U. were refined. It was students elected from the four colleges, and it
==== truly a year of more improvements than could pretty much control how that
"growing pains." The university seems to be $150,000.00 of student activity money was
tying up loose ends and settling down into its spent. To make a long story short, the elec·
second phase of direction, which could be tion was held last fall and no student ran on
One day, the boss had to stay home; described as a period of general fine tuning. the ballot for a spot on the committee!
It was the month of July, 1972. I was out of
Seeing that we've all just gone through
This clearly indicates that G.S.U.'s com·
because a fire had destroyed his apartment.
the army for five months. Being a Vietnam
The assistant manager, or the geek as I registration recently, now seems the right muter students (especially the part-timers)
Veteran, I found it hard to find a job. The
called him to his face, was on vacation. time to bring up a "loose end" which has not might not be too concerned about "ac
economy was lousy to new job seekers. I had
been acted on as of yet but should be. Have tivities," whether social or student govern·
Emma and I were alone.
no experience, but I did have a business
I took charge. We closed the o£fice at you guessed it yet'? If not, I'll give you a hint: mental. And the rub is that most of them are
degree.
5:00P.M. I took Emma to lunch, I took Emma It's unfair to a majority of the students at· paying a fee not designed with their needs or
"After the service, I was lost. My friends
to a loop movie, I took Emma to dinner, and I tending the university. Give up'? Well, it's preferences in mind.
were married, and most of them lived far
As I said earlier, something needs to be
took Emma back to the office at 10:00 P.M. G.S.U.'s single rate student activity fee.
from me. My financee had surprised me by
Presently, "all" students are required to done. And I'd have to look to the ad·
The guards were used to people staying late.
leaving me without even a "Dear John
Emma called home, and told her parents pay the same amount each trimester to ministration for initial action on this issue
Letter". 1 was out of work for four months!
she was staying with a girl friend. I put on the support non-academic student activities, because G.S.U.'s part time students-by their
therefore, I took any kind of job. The job, I
music, and the first lyric of the song was, $15.00($45.00 per year). The problem comes nature-will never ask for a fee revision in
learned to hate, was with a finance company.
"Last night I didn't get to sleep at all no-no.'' in that the great majority of students at· mass; most of them seem to spend their
I was to be a management trainee: bill
I had a bottle of wine, and she started to get tending G.S.U. are part-timers, some being precious "school time" primarily on class
collector.
comfortable. It was a hot July night. The air on campus only a few hours each week. It's work.
After training, I went to work in the loop.
Besides, some positive steps have already
conditioner was off, so I opened the window to obvious that these part-timers-being com·
There, 1 met my future co-workers. The f t
get a breeze. She looked at me and said, muter students, probably married, and been taken by an arm of the administration,
tall-thin
a
was
He
co-worker was my boss.
"Matt, you're cute and shy. I think, I like you probably working full time-have less of an Student Services, in their efforts to find out
black man in his 40's. He liked me; because
alot. At first, I thought you were just another opportunity to attend student financed events students' opinions of "activities" using their
we both got drunk together. He never took life
guy who only wanted sex with me. But, you're than the smaller block of full time students. It famous (by now) registration surveys. And
too seriously; however, his office had the best
different you're funny, sensitive, and you like seems to me that, in fairness, they should pay any long term work on any fee revisions
record in a three state area for collections.
less of a fee than the student who is physically would probably be hammered down in that
people for themselves.)l
The South Side of Chicago, was our area to
"But, Emma I'm also a man. I'm a lonely on campus for twenty or thirty hours more university unit.
Joan and collect money.
In addition to this action, the seed of change
man. I like you, but making Jove in't a bad each week.
The second co-worker was a real ass-. He
This is a problem unique to urban com· for this fee. could be most effectively planted
idea."
late
his
in
was a huge man of German descent
"Matt, look a full moon. I feel like muter college and university campuses, and by some statement of support by G.S.U.
20's. He took life seriously, and he was the
most schools in a situation similar to G.S.U.'s President Goodman-Malmuth II. I had the
making......"
assistant manager. He was 4-F for the ser·
Our lips met, our e}'1!8 met, my hand have made their mandatory activity fees opportunity to quiz him on this issue a few
vice, and he hated Vietnam Veterans, college
massaged her temple then it slid to her more equitable than ours by instituting a months ago, and .-although he himself
people, and Polish people. (He hated alot of
breasts, our tongues met, we exploded into "staggered fee," based on the number of brought up the possibility of a consideration
other people, but I'm Polish, Ukranian,
ecstasy. We relaxed as the sweet smell of love units a student enrolls in. At G.S.U., for of a staggered activity fee for G.S.U.
college person, and Viet Vet.)
filled the air. I gently kissed her eyes, and example, a more equitable trimester activity. students-he seemed to want to wait for the
The third co-worker was Emma. Emma,
exploded, later, into ecstasy. LA·LA·LA·LA·I fee could be charged as follows: students new Dean of Student Services to be appointed
the typist, was 19, and the sexiest woman I
enrolled for 0 to 3 units-$5.00, students before any action was taken on the fee. I
Jove you.
had seen for a long time. She was a con·
enrolled for 4 to 9 units-$10.00, and students guess it makes sense to give a new man a
In the morning, we cleaned the office up;
spicuously sexy woman. Emma was French
chance to improve the student activity
and she wanted to go home. I had only five enrolled for 10 or more units-$15.00.
and English. She wasn't very smart, but who
Activity fee schemes similar to this package before any cuts in activity revenues
days left to work; I wanted to see Emma
the hell cared. She was 5'6", had hazel eyes,
again, and again, and again. <It was Saturday example are used in virtually every com· are made. But is this fair to the majority of
long dark brown hair, a body that belonged in
morning, and no one was at the office.) So, we munity college in Illinois; all, like G.S.U., are G.S.U. students who pay for activities which
Playboy, and deep red pale kissable lips.
each went home and cleaned up; and that commuter schools with part time night they-because of their lifestyle-can not and
I hated collecting bills. Besides, there was
night we met at the 0-F·F·I-C·E. That night students composing the largest block of those do not wish to attend'? In all fairness, should
no money in collecting bills. I hated the
registered.
they pay the same activity fee as the full time
we couldn't get to sleep either.
assistant manager. I did my job, but it was
There is no doubt in my mind that, because student'? I think not. And the President's
I never saw her again after those times. We
very depressing.
both needed each other, but we didn't love of the nature of G.S.U.'s student body, this Office should take the lead in pushing for the
Anyway, I found another better job. I was
each other.l wrote this; because as I go to the type of activity fee scale would be fairer than revision of the present inequity-as they did
working my last two weeks. (I had worked
the present flat rate. The next question is why when they recommended lowering student
loop, for jury duty, this week I'll pass the
their for five months.) Emma was upset;
hasn't the fee been changed'?
fees to help offset the tuition hike of last
office; and I'm going in to look, smell, feel,
There are two groups ol! campus who could September (that action resulted in the
and most of all remember Emma.
start the wheels rolling towards an activity lowering of parking fees).
fee revision, the students and the ad·
Expecting the G.S.U. administration to
-·
ministration. Up till now the administration sponsor a fairer plan for the collection of
has been busy tying up other "loose ends," activity fees is as reasonable a student ex
CarOiyl'l Greer.
and the students haven't exactly been pectation as expecting that the ad·
requesting the fee to be revised. But there is a ministration would hire the best professors
reason for this: The students going part time, who apply for open teaching positions. I see it
working full time and raising families, have as part of their job. And though it might not
At a meeting I had with President Leo Goodman Malamuth, the following comments
no interest or time to get involved in non· be the most important action the ad·
were read from a memo by Melvin Freed, about the decision to discontinue the bus: 1. Only
academic activities-including those related ministration takes all year, it sure would
forty students a day rode the bus. 2. If only students rode the shuttle bus-then the student
to the student activity fee.
start this year out on a positive note. For this
activity funds could be utilized, but staff and faculty also ride the bus so the activity fee
A good example of this commuter student activity fee revision has been needed for a
preference was illustrated in the Student long time.•
cannot be used. 3. All students do not ride the bus five days a week. 4. The bus cost $3,000 a
Service Advisory Committee (SSAC) elec·
month to operate, there are wages of a driver and a half, fuel maintenance, and
tions held last fall. (SSAC controls the annual
depreciation of the vehicle. If cost were worked out according to the_ number of students
activity fee budget of almost $150,000.00,
that ride the bus the cost would come to $1.65 per rider both ways as opposed to 60 cents

lm111lsively Emma

!

�

11

l�tl itearial

R.T.A. fare. 5. Students on Financial Aid would have travel expenses computed in their

financial aid packet. 6. The shuttle bus would be competing with a common carrier and this
may be against the Jaw. 7. The original intention was to discontinue the bus when R.T.A.
would provide transportation.

Although these reasons are all good I would like to make the following argument:

1. This is a growing school and G.S.U. will probably continue to increase its number.

2. If the student activity fee could be used for the Inauguration dinner at which only a few

students attended why not for bus fare for faculty and staff-after all we are all part of this
university.

3. A Jot of students are full time.

4. Where will the funds go that did provide this service'?

5. Some students ilo not qualify for aid but are still poor. The original concept of this

university was to provide low cost education for lower ir.come groups and minorities.
6. If this is against the Jaw why aren't car pools'?

7. Although R.T.A. is providing better service to students it is still not as good as the

G.S.U. bus.

Most of all I believe G.S.U. students deserve their bus that way paid for from the student

activity fee. Keep our bus Mr. President.
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"My

Sweet Chcrlie" Cast List

Charles Roberts
Douglas Alan Mann
Marlene Chambers
Linda Murphy
Laurie Larrabee
Janet Hilton
Jack Larrabee
William Hurley
Mr. Treadwell, Dr. Kercheval, and Asst. Dir.-Stg. Mgr. ·To Be Announced
THANKS TO ALL WHO AUDITIONED
Performance dates Feb. 17, 18, 24, and 25.
Regular rehearsals will be scheduled weekdays evenings from 7: 15 to 9:45 beginning Jan. 9,
1978.

Members of the cast are all G.S.U. students, Douglas Alan Mann is also a professional
actor. �e director of the play is Charles Smith.
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Some Comments on the ''New Right Wing''

By Sucanne Haig
.
organizations as spontar.eous grass roots
A lot of concern has appeared recently desegregation, a ort1on or
o
open houst ng. activitie
Schlafly is portrayed as a

�prding the visible right wing in this
country. The concern comes from many
quarters;. the womens movement, trade
unionists,.Black leaders. In the la:>t f�w
years we have witnessed the orgaruzabon
of racist groups, such as ROAR in Boston,
w hich staged demonstrations �nd
organized vigilante groups _agat nst
desegregation and open l)ousmg. In
Chicago similar groups have appear�d..
The womens movement has seen s tm1lar
actions against abortion rights, the ERA,
childcare and Anita lJryant has.attempted
to organize .a movement against gay
·rights. M any of the groups h ve the same
�
leadership or support the actions of other
right wing groul-'6. Louis �ay Hicks �f
Boston is against Abortion. PhylliS
Schlafly is opposed to busing and supports
"right to work" laws in the sou�h .
:
Generalizing from these actJVJtJes some
comment ators have· begun to talk about
the growing threat of the right �in_g, the
new conservatism of the ma)onty of
Americans, the grass roots activity tha t._is
the real America, and so on. What truth 1s
ther.e behind the assumption that a mass
right wing representing the thinking of the
majority of Americans exists_today?
First of all the right wmg d� n�t
represent the majority whether the 1ssue 1s

jt
•

•

•••

Take the questi �n of �e tra�itio�l family,
a basic of the nght wmg vtewpomt today .
A recently released opinion poll done by
the New York Tim� and� News �ked
what kind of marnage prov1des a . r_nore
.
satisfying way of life" - the tra�tional
marriage where the _hu�and 1S sole
breadwinner and the wife 1S homemak�,
or a marriage where the h�sband and wife
shar the tasks of eammg money and
doing housework.
Forty-three percent _prefer the
traditional family roles, whtle 48 percent
prefer- shared responsibilities. Among
those under thirty Y.�rs old, only 27
.
percent prefer the trad1bonal family.
A�ed about couples who live together
unmarried, about three-fourths of those
under thirty years old believe it is "okay"
or does not matter.
When asked whether a woman should
work even if her husband could sup�rt
her, three-fourths of those under th�ty
years old say yes. Among those aged thirty
to forty-five, 'S1 per:cent �aid yes.
.
ERA and abortion nght� �ccordmg to
recent polls still have a maJonty of people
favoring them.
.
.
Another myth about the r�ght wm�,
helped by the press, dep1cts the1r

�

············································· ·
•

failure 'Of ERA to be ratified.
s.
While it is true that more reactionarys
housewife and mother from the middle
west. Newsweek writes that "Much of the have come out of the woodwork, their
·reason is that they have become em
activiSt thrust comes from grassroots boldened because of the failure of the
America.
.
women's, Black, and labor movements to
This is just downright false. Schlafly, for organized visibly and in masse and
example, . was a prominent Goldwater secondly because of the attacks coming
supporter-in 1964; she has been a m�ber from the government. It is the state
of such organizations as the Amencan legislature in Dlinois that is voting against
Committee to Free Cuba, �ericans �or E A not Phyllis Schlaf ly. �Y may use
R
Law and Order, Christian AntJcomm � st her as an excuse for their votes, but that's
Crusa de America Wake-Up Foundation, all it is, an excuse. Carter, for example,
The Con�rvative CaUcus, and the Wo�ld knows that the majority of people favor
Anti-Communist League. Anti-aborbon medical funding for abortion and so does
groups also are not grass roots movemen� Congress; yet they voted against it.
but organized and funded by the _ Cathohc
The movements moreover have not
Church Hierarchy. Often Cathohc School organized like they did in the sixti
.
Children are brought to demonstratior s to Popular sentiment for thetr
_ causes e;;1S
make them seem large.
greater than at that time, so th� t is no
Moreover, many "right to work" g�ups
excuse. Until these groups orgaruze and
and the John Birch Sqciety itself rec�1ves demand that congress, the courts and the
NatJOnal state legislatures end their attacks n
the
from
centributions
�
Association of Manufacturers.
women and minorities, these attacks will
ro
These g ups and others like �he�, continue. These further attacks on our
however' have not been that effective m rights and standard of living will fw:ther
stopping support to Blacks, w?men and the embolden the right wing and the c1rcle
unions. Yet some are blammg them for will continue. But the silent majority must
the setbacks to these movements that are cease its silence. Blaming its woes on the
coming . from Washington and the state right wing and then doing nothing will orlly
legislatures. It is Phyllis Sc�afly. the end in more defeats.
argument goes, who 1S re:opons1ble for the
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contact
the
Coalition
for
Abortion
l.·nformation,
•
Right"
s
-100
E.
Ohio,
F
more
or
•
•
•
644-3410
$1.00 Donation
:
I

against the ci�il, religious-.and
i personal .liber t y of women 1n _the Unit ed
.
i States by denying them the r1Qht to abortion
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Illinois Theatre News

•

Film Series at GSU

•
•

•

Scllh Riccini

•

•
•
I

The Illinois Theatre Center, founded in
November of 1976 by Steve and Etel Billing, is
the first and only Professional Theatre in the
South Suburbs. It is a subscription theatre
with individual tickets sold for each per·
Accepting DooKm gs is the fourth annual
formance. 1n its first season lTC offered six
Children 's Theater Touring production of
plays; in its second season it is offering
Spotliguted for this issue's restaurant seven. Now for a brief review of the last play Governors State University.
Other years performances have been given
review is Skewer Inn. Located in Matteson's at lTC: "Two by Two."
at schools, community centers, and park
Lincoln Mall this restaurant not only features
season
second
in
the
growth
its
lTC shows
good food, but also friendly service. with its Family Holiday Offering "Two by district bui ldings. A sliding fee schedule
Homemade soup of the day is a nice way to Two", a comedy based on the Bible Story offers varying rates, depending on the nature
start off a meal at the Skewer Inn. Or one can "Noah's Ark." It was presented at lTC as a of the audience and number of performances.
The telephone number for further in
choose tempting varieties of food from the delightful musical comedy possesis ng all the
X
salad bar. The main course can consist of an qualiti es necess ary for superb en- formation �d booking is 312-534-5000 , 2119.
The
p
aryand
elementaryn
�
� ge
its
basic
international dish. Especially delicious is tertainment. Though comedy was
students, thts year 's one-hour production,
Skewer Inn's pewter bread. Being introduced
added
an
it
gave
s
moment
c
dramati
its
form
"Copycat Capers," in�udes _three original
to this restaurant by a gentlemen friend I was
depth.
stortes; ?ne takes place � anctent �gypt_. the
surprised to find that a good restaurant does
Since it was a Family Offering there were
ond m �uture Mextco, the third m a
exist in the Lincoln Mall. Lecated on the
many children in the audience. 1 especially sec
ee Indian encampment.
Pa
wn
mall's upper level Skewer Inn is open from 1 1
enjoy this aspect of lTC since 1 have a child.
to
play,
a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday through Saturday and
the
by
captivated
seemed
children
Workbooks containing exercises related
The
1 1 to 6 p.m. Sunday. Diners Club and
the production are mailed to viewers prior to
as did others in the audience.
American Express cards are welcomed. The
Steve Billig directed "Two by Two", and performance, to provide advance an d follow·
phone number is 481-1600, but reservations • performed one of the major roles. As a very up learning experiences.
are not required. Not far from G.S.U. I highly ; enjoyable Noah some new aspects of his
Children 's theater students in the cast
recommend this restaurant to the G.S.U ; talent emerged to lTC patrons. Etel Billing, include Ginny Suggett, Carolyn Greer, Billy
community.
• as ESTHER, added special touches of warm- Wolfson, Linda Murphy, Nancy Caldwell,
: th, me rriment, and drama. David Perkovich, Don Neal, and Chris Foster. Vicky Vickling
: Noah's son Japeth, added a tou�h of bas taken charge of sound, Marilyn Miller
• professionalism to the play with his ex· has provided original music, and Barbara
; cellently trained voice. Ann Arvia brought an Wells has assisted in writing and research.
• element of surprise to the audience as
Temmie Gilbert is director.
: "Goldie" . Barbara Warren-C ooke was
: delightful as "Rachel" ; Mathew Kimbrough

Fourth Annual
Children's Touring Show

;

Area Restaurant Focps

IJvie Scheille
Completed and revised listing for both
the mini-cinema series and the children's
Saturday movie festival have been an
nounced at Governors State University.
The mini-cinema series:
January 25 - "The Candidate . "
February 1 - "The O utlaw Josey Wales ."
February 14 - "The Learning Tree' • and
"Champ < Muhammed Ali ) . "

STUDENT MOVIES

February 21-"The Autobiography of
Jane Pittman
February 28-"0thello"
March S.. "Fall Safe" (with cartoons)
March 14-Beatles Festival Part I
March 22-Beatles Festival Part II

Miss

March 28-"12 Chairs"
April 4-"Day for Night"
April 1 1-"The Marx Brothers Festival"
April 18-"The Summer of '42
April 25-"Come Back Charleston Blue"
May 2-"Dog Day Afternoon"
May 9-To be announced

Film Festival

comes on strong as the oldest son "Sbem" ;
; Colleen Boettger is his wife, and Brian Kosnik
FILM TIME :
• was the middle son.
1 : 00 p.m.
The Office of Student Activities shall
'
Single Features:
6 : 30 p.m. continue the Children's Film Festival ef·e
l : OO p.m.
fective January 14, 1978 due to the en1
Movie Festivals:
5 : 30 p.m. thusiastic response and level of attendanc
�
by the children. A Walt Disney film will �
featured
each
Saturday
at
12:30,
which
will
•
:
N
ADMISSIO
include cartoons, an adventure serial an4
General Admission is $1.00
•
FREE POPCORN !
;
GSU Students or staff and senior 1·21-78 · Festival of Folk Heroes
•
"Athol Fugard Is probably one of the best
.50
1·28-78 - The Great Locomotive Chase
Citizens
: playwri�� in the World", say dozens of
2-4-78 . Gus
: drama cntics about the South African author
( NOTE : All Warner Brothers films will be 2·1 1·78 • The Sword and the Stone
• of "SIZWE BANZI IS DEAD, THE BLOOD
free to GSU students or staff and senior 2·16-78 • Kidnapped
; KNOT and PEOPLE ARE LIVING THERE,"
2·25-78 - The Island at the Top of the World
citizens)
3-4-78 . 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea
; which makes its Midwest debut at the lliinois
• Theatre Center on January 13th for a four
3-11-78 - Perri
LOCATIO N:
•

!

N ow P layi n g at l T C

Films will be shown in Engbretson Hall
unless notice is posted to the contrary.

M . Maljack S . Swank W - Warner Brothers

Film Series Survey

ADMISSION : 25 cents per child
:
25 cents per adult (Adults ac•
companying children will be admitted free);
For information, call PAUL HODGE at 534-;
•
5000 , ext. 2142.
:
•
;

Currently films are shown at G.S.U. In Engbretson Hall once a week twice a day. Single
features are shown at 1 : 00 p.m. and 6 : 30 p.m. Movie festivals are shown at 1 : 00 p.m. and
5 : 30 p.m. Saturday a Walt Disney film is shown at 12:30 for children.
This survey is being conducted in order to access student opinions on the films. Com
pleted surveys should be returned to Student Services c-o Paul Hodge.
1 . Do you think the films are shown at times that are convenient to your schedule?

2. If the films are not shown at times that are convenient to your schedule please indicate
times that are.

3. What kind of movies would you like to see?

week nm .
The three main characters In this
psychological study of frustration and
loneliness spend an evenin� together in the
cheap Johannesburg boarding house where
they live. There Is Milly, the kindhearted,
slovenly landlady; Don, a cynical student
engaged in a permanent attempt to find
; himself and analyze others ; and Shorty, a
• dim-witted postman, whose passions in life
: are boxing and silkworms. It is Milly's 50th
: birthday and, just jilted by her boyfriend• lodger of 10 years, she asks Shorty and Don to
; join her in a wild birthday party- a gesture of
• defiance to prove to herself that she, too, is
: alive and can have a good time.
Audiences will watch the cast move
:
• through scenes of great humor into those of
; pathos into the fierce light of self knowledge.
: D�to� �teve B�g says although the play Ia
• senous 1t ts also fi!Jed with many moments of
: lively comedy and most of all will confirm
: autho� Fug ard's posltio� as one of the world's
• most tmportant playwnghts.
; Featured in the lTC cast will be Brian
• Kosnik as Don (a role originally played by
: author Fugard ) , David Perkovich u Shorty,
•
•

•
•

4. Future movies might include Catch 22, Young Frankenstein, Silent Movie, and Marathon
Man. What do you think of these movies?

5. Do you think that G.S.U. students should be charged to see the movies? If so do you
a dollar is reasonable?

think

6. Or do you think the films should be free to all G .S. U. students?

7. Should only people of the community be charged or should they be able to see the films
free?

8. What do you think of the Saturday film festivals for children which includes a Walt
Disney film, a cartoon, and free popcorn all for 25 cents?
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•
•

•
;

Ann

Arvia as Sissy and Etel Billig as Milly.

The unique boarding bouse setting bas been
designed by Vernon Push and will provide the
atmosphere �ard wants set up for his play.
Director Billig is most pleased about his
performers for this production. He recently t
received from Mr. Fugard photos from the
original production and was absolutely
overwhelmed by bow much the lTC cast
resembles the original cast. "I suppose",
says Billig, "it's not too surprising when one
has such vivid character descriptions given
by the playwright. In fact we first read the
play because of the book jacket drawing of
Milly being a dead-ringer for my wife Etel.
Last year Etel received unanimous rave
reviews from all the Chicago critics for her
role in A BREEZE FROM THE GULF and we
were looking for another dramatic role for
her this season but It bad to be something
totally different. We also wanted a play that
would be serious but uplifting and hopeful at
the end."
Reservations for PEOPLE ARE LIVING
THERE can be phoned in to 481·3510. Per
formances are scheduled Wed. -&at evenings
at 8 PM and Sundays at 2 : 30 and 7 : 30 PM.
Tickt't prices are : Wednesday, Thursday
evening, and Sunday Matinee $3.50. Friday
and Sunday evening, $4.50. Always at all
performances a $1.00 discount is given to
students and Senior Citizens. CAPA vouchers
are accepted.

Chicago Symphony Orchestra at G.S.U .

One month before they perform in Chicago Orchestra hall
inem�rs of the Chicago
Symphony orchestra will play at Governors State Universi
.
The Contemporary Arts quartet will be in the Chambe
r· Music series Sunday
;
• January 22, at 7 p.m. in the university
'
music recital hall.
The program in Orchestra hall will be an orchestral "Special
:
Event . "
T he Contemporary Ar ts quartet ha s performed •
•
throughout this country and
; Europe, and bas won wide acclaim .
Now in its 11th year, the Contemporary Arts quartet has
a repertoire ranging from
to Ravel � 20th century m'lsters. The quartet is Otakar
•
Stroubek, violin·
'
: Wtlliam Schoen, VIOla ; Tom Hall, violin, and Don Moline, cello.
Two other Sunday concerts in the Chambe r Music series will
:
be :
• March 19 - Irene Gubrud,
sopral)o.
•
· April 23 - Ionian Woodwind
;
quarU:t.
General admission series ticket is $10, general admissi
on single concert $3; GSU
;
• facult>:, staff, and students other than GSU students series ticket $8. GSU students a t
• door With I. D. are lidmitted free.
; There is free parking.
:
O rders �or tickets with checks made payable to Governo
rs State University may be
_
; malled wtth a self-addressed stamped return envelope to Chambe r Music series a t
1 GSU.
I More i�orll_la tion may be obtained by telephoning 3121534-5000, X2458 or 2447.
senes !I sponsored by the College of Cultural Stuc;lies,
Student Services Ac
tivtties commtttee, and Performing Arts guild at Governo
rs State u .�iversity .

tY

;

;

�Y�

: . ��
�
•

Pad• 9o,.ut .::South, fl{[.

604 6 6

ORDER FORM
To Advertising Dept. The Innovator Student and Community Newspaper
Please run my ad, size -- , in the Innovator for the following issues ;

Camera-ready copy furnished

I'll supply the copy, you provide the typesetting, layout and proofreading for an additional

one-time charge of $10.00.
<any ad size>
Please bill me at :

NAME -------

ADDRESS _______________________________________________

CITY

__

PHONE

___

M - SUM -LM-26

E-O'rHER-MH-101

STATE __��
P__
ZI�

___
__
__
__
__

�
----�
-------�
�
---

__
__
__
__
__
__

SUMMER AIDE I N ENVIRONMENTAL
( 2 SANITATION. Student, under the super
INSTRUCTOR
Required Arts Crafts, vision of the Environmental Sanitarian for
Psychology etc. $3.50 per hour 9 : 00 - 2 : 00
the County of Will, will assist in the per
1 ) 2 days 1 0 hours Tuesday and Thursday formance of soil percolation tests, and in
2) 15 hours Monday and Thursday
recording tests results, and in the iden
tification of various soils. Students will be
WORK SCHEDULER. This position involves expected to learn and to read and plot maps,
planning and scheduling Trades Shop work. to provide own transportation throughout
One year of general experience involving Will County and to work well with other
clerical or administrative duties and two and county employees. In addition to a reasonable
one-half years of specialized experience are salary, a transportation allowance will be
PRE-SCHOOL
POSITIONS> B.A.

required.

provided.

PS-ST-.HH - 1 7

INFORMATION SYSTEMS EXECUTIVE I I
Applicants should also possess a Bachelor's
degree in computer science and 2 to 4 years
experience coordinating a subsystem of a

M-Sul-.1-MH---� 2 5

l<'ULLOWIN"G-stJMMER JOBS
NOW
AVAILABLE. A GOOD JOB AT A GOOD
PLACE WITH GOOD PEOPLE. CAMP
DIRECTOR, ASSISTANT CAMP DIREC
computer based management information TORS, NURSES, RIDING DIRECTORS,
RIDING COUNSELORS UNIT LEADERS
svstem.
PS-LO-HH -44
ETC. See Placement Office for More InECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
COORDINATOR Degree in business, marketing, or
community or industrial relations preferred.
Successful candidate should have broad
experience in real estate, industrial
development, marketing, or related field ;

formation.

B-SALES-M H - 4 7
2 SALES PERSO!'iS. Mature person usually

middle twenties or over. Good educational
background. Not necessarily a college
graduate, but must be able to comprehend
background in finance desirable. Ability to the knowledge needed to sell our products.
effectively communicate, orally and in Must enjoy talking and working with people
writing, with business and community groups and be sales oriented. Must be able to selfdiscipline yourself and maintain a positive
required.

Mon.· Thur. 1 1 A.M.-1 P.M.
Fri.-Sat. 11 A.M.-2 A.M.
Sunday 1 P.M.- 1 0 P.M.

•

"A meal without wine is like
a day without sunshine."
For R e s ! ' ;at tons . m d T a k e O u t Order s - 798 6 700

Workwise
Questions and answers

1. I am looking for a job, but I don't know what kind of job I want. Is there any agency that
could help me figure out what kind of work I'm best suited for - an agency that wouldn't
charge too much for its services?
Yes, your local Illinois Job Service office can help you. In addition to their job placement
and referral services, Job Service offers all applicants assistance In developing vocational
plans based on their skills, abilities and Interests. They also offer testing to help determine
the appllcant's most promising possible employment. Job Service, a division of the Illinois
Department of Labor • Bureau of Employment Security, has local offices located con
veniently throughout the state. All services provided by the Illinois Job Service are free.

2. Some co-workers and I were discussing the workmen's Compensation program. Is

every member of the work force covered by it?

Almost all employees In llllnols are eligible for workmen's Compensation. The major
exceptions are: 1 ) domestic workers working less than 40 hours per week ; 2) certain
agricultural employees ; and 3) owners of businesses that are unincorporated. If you are
uncertain as to whether you are entitled to Workmen's Compensation coverage, write to the
Illinois Industrial Commlsslon, l80 North LaSalle Street, 12th Floor, Chicago, Illinois, 60601,

o r phone them at 312-435-6500.

Questions may be submitted to WORKWISE, Room 705, Stratton Office Building,

Springfield, Illinois, 60605.

Insomniacs are sought for a research
program at Governors State University.
Individuals having problems either falling
a�leep or wakin up frequently during the
�
mght on a chrome basis may be eligible.

The goal of the research program is to
assist the insomniac in developing self
control over the sleeping problem through the
use of strategies designed to teach the
behavior of sleeping directly.
Highly motivated individuals who do not
present histories of managing their insomnia

Page 7

attitude.
MD-t-IH - 2
MULTI-MEDIA

duties relative to the adapting of agency
operations to computer methods and
procesing. SALARY $1,229 per month.

and fringe benefits. Position to be filled by
(January) 30. 1978.

of programs and operational routines for the
conversion of management information
problems to electronic data processing
computer language. Executes under
supervision reliable technical and functional

Lou's world famous
"gourmet" pizza in the
pan, j udged tops by
panelists, comes from
his hometown in the
�orth;rn regions of
"�' .J.f�r_Como. It
ta.»ten.ef)joyed by
"*"••�f �ple over
the years for lunch,
dinner or just a snack.

Insomniacs Needed for Research

l?s-LO-NH - 4 6
PROGRAMMER I Performs the basic
computations for the design and preparation

·

by taking sleeping pills or other medications
are preferred.

Persons interested in participating should
contact Perry Nicassio, 312-534-5000, X2528.
Dr. Nicassio is university professor of
behavioral studies in the College of Human
Learning and Development at Governors
State University. He received a B.A. degree
from University of Southern California and
M . S . and Ph . D . from Northwestern
University.

SPECIALIST.

B.A.

in

related Media Arts field and-or 2-3 years
experience in creative photography and
media production. Demonstrated interest in
youth and youth programs very desirable.
Weekly salary $182.70 plus travel allowance

M-CL-MH-19
INFORMATION SYSTEMS MONITOR .
PS-LO-MH - 4 .'>
SYSTEMS ANALYST I Assists in performing Skills in office management, typing, tran
technical research and advisory functions in scribing and systems organization essential.
analysis and evaluation of the standards, Background in human services through work
methods, techniques and procedures in experience or educational endeavors very
specific phases of agency operations with desirable. Weekly salary up to $182.70 plus
respect to determining the need of revisions fringe benefits. Position to be filled by
and the feasibility of converting to data (January) 30, 1978.
orocessinll applications. SALARY : $1,143.00 m-ML-MH- e2
14-ML-mh-8�
THE NEW LIST OF JOBS FOR THE YMCA
SEVERAL POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLE OF METROPOLITAN CHICAGO ARE NOW
IN THE AREA OF CLERICAL AND IN THE PLACEMENT OFFICE.
PROFESSIONAL FIELDS. See Placement M-ML-MH _,q'J
FOLLOWING
POSITION
NOW
for the complete J .il1t of all the Jobs.
AVAILABLE : PROGRAMER TRAINEES,
HS-COUN -MH- 2 8
OUT REACH WORKER COUNSELOR (3), OPERATOR PROGRAMMER, AND
BILINGUAL. < SPANISH and ENGLISH). COMPUTER OPERATIONS MANAGER.
Must be able to relate to migrants and SEE PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR FUR
seasonal farm workers and the Mexican - TilER DETAILS.
American Community of Chicago Heights. 1 M-ML-MH -An
year experience in social work or two 2 years FOlLOWING JOBS NOW AVAILABLE :
MANAGER,
of College-Sociology or Psychology or any M A N U F A C T U R I N G
related field. Available by January 16, 1978. P R O D U C T I O N S U P E R I N T E N D E N T ,
M A I NTENANCE
SUPERVIS0R,
$7290 . Plus fringe benefits and mileage.
MANAGER,
PLANT
ASSISTANT
PS-LO-M H-47
PLANT
PLANT > ,
ASSISTANT MEDICAL EXAMINER - ( P H ILADELPHIA
PATHOLOGY. Graduation from an approved ENGINEER, <PHILADELPHIA PLANT),
INDUSTRIAL
OF
medical school and an approved internship MANAGER
period. PLUS Must be Board certified in ENGINEERING, SALESMEN ( 3) , LOSS
clinical pathology and Board eligible in CONTROL MANAGER, AND PRODUCTION
forensic pathology. Must be currently CONTROL PLANNER. SEE PLACEMENT
licensed in the State of Illinois. SALARY: OFFICE FOR MORE INFORMATION.

S42,500 per year.
E -HE-BC- 4 3 4
FULL-TIME TEACHING POSITION WITH
PHY . P .D.
�PE�IALI ZATI N IN P
.
d
�n Ph � ophy prtor to apph catl ?n. Spectaltzes
m Or�ma�y Langua�e Phtlosophy and
�alyttc Histo� of �hiloso�y. Must have
evtdence of bemg a shmulatmg teacher and
possess ability to encourage philosophical
discussion. DEADLINE March 1, 1978.
-

?

H_IL�

�

M-OTHER -MH - 3 3

EXECUTIVE
DI RECTOR-LOBBYIST .
Would work for a privately funded, not-for
profit, statewide lobbying organization. No

specific academic degree required. Personal
competence and dedication essential.
Starting date immediately. Salary $9 000 per
'
year.

E - .SP
_ _ - MH - 74

EDUCATOR. Able to, teach a range of
H S-S'il-HH-b�
. 51
subjects and levels in a somewhat unique
FLOO R SUPERVISOR.Experience in direct setting. Will be devoted to teaching reacHJ:lg to
service for retarded adults preferred, but will teenagers unable to read and to those wtth a
train. Salary $9,000. Excellent Fringe minimal reading abilities. Must have a valid
Illinois teaching Certificate and, preferably,
Benefits.

have had experience with emotionally
M-PT-MH-89
FILE CLERK. No experience necessary . Will disturbed adolescents . H S -COON -MH - 2 3
work with patients' charts . Monday thru
METHADONE MAINTEN ANCE COUN Friday 5-9 pm. Saturday 9 am- 1 pm. Salary
SELOR- Ba helor's In a Behavior science
�
$2.70 per hour.
with academtc or e
�riential background in
M-PT-MH -90
substance abuse fteld. Prefer therap
utic
APPOINTMENT
CLERK
GOOt
comm un�ty bac round. Will consider an
ex
�
TELEPHONE VOICE COMMON Sense
5-9
addict With a hlltory of abstinance.
Salary
pn
legible handwriting, Hours Mon.·Thur.
'10•000 to S10.500. l"lmediate employment
.
• Saturday 9 am- 1 pm Salary $2.90 hour. N11
H S -COUN -MH - 24_
experience needed.
EXECUTOR
DIRECTOR.
Provide
M-OthPr-T.M - 11.1
WILL COUNTY FOREST PRESERVE professional leadership to Community board
abuse
program.
INTERNS. Will County Forest Preserve during
Outpatient
District (Joliet, Ill.) is seeking coop-interns methadone and polydrug program. Master's

for the following area positions:

Prairie

Landscape, Nursery Propajation, Natural
Area Surveyor.

degree

in a behavior science or health ad
ministration plus administration experience.
Salary open with excellent benefits. Hiring in
March DEADLINE March 15, 1978.

Pa th 'Jo'l.ut .£ou th, fl{f.

6o466

Cffu. £/nno!Jato'l.

Joblllall

Uni vers i ty P� ac«ment and �ooperati� e Ed�� on Otti��
and Q ZU1_'1"1- ""ho are .
'l'he pos tiK(I• i n the "Jub Mar t " are for GSU � tude11 t•
8 h•
to �urn'f:f
�
We!
Ot'FICE.
T
LAC&MEN
_P
ITY
REGISTERED WITH THE UNIVERS
·

unfil!te

h 1-n[ormat1-on _1.
te lephone , b u t rJi 'l'l be happy to ji.lrn1-s
•:nforma tion on the
Numb.�r s�>n
you wi U OOfT1Ji in to the P lacemBn t Off ce and pr•esen t the Job
above the pos i tion in which you are 1-nteree ted.

�

Representatives of twenty-one State and
F.ederal agencies will set up information
tables in the Hall of Governors on January 23,
1978. Tbey will be available from 2: 00 to 7 :00
p.m. to answer your questions about
government employment. Government
career Information Day Is open to the public
and free of charge. Stop by and ask questions.
What education is required? Can the
government use my major? How do I go
about applying? What ls P.A.C.E.? Must I be
available to move to another area ? What are
the benefits? What State agencies are hiring?
What do the G.S. numbers mean ? Could I
meet the requirements for F.B.I., Secret
Service, Illinois Law Enforcement? For more
contact
information,
the University
Placement Office by calling Extension 2163 or
2164.
DO YOU HAVE AN INTEREST IN
RETAIL MANAGEMENT? Osco Drug Is
coming to conduct individual interviews with
prospective management trainees on
February 7, 1978. U interested, you must
contact the Placement Office IN JANUARY
to 1) arrange an appointment, 2) see that
your credentials are in order, 3) receive
advance material on the organization. Oleo
has opportunities for management, buying,
marketing, decision making, because they
have 250 stores in 19 states. Remember, you
must be registered with the Placement Office
and your credentials must be complete and
up to date before we can make an ap:

M-OTHER-BC- 31
REPORTER APPRENTICE. Must have an
auto, rank in the upper 3rd of bl8 class, ex
cellent writing ability and spelling ability and
self-motivated, energetic and ambitious.
HS-COUN-MH-25
COUNSELOR and TEAM MEMBER.
Requires B.A. 1 year experience with youth
12·21 years old. Outreach work and street
work, family counseling. Neighborhood
Respond Counseling Programs.

E-HEIBC

416

JS :

FOLLOWING POSITIONS ARE NOW
AVAILABLE : COORDINATOR of STRESS
CLINIC, COORDINATOR of CAREERS
EXPLORATION PROGRAMS, DIRECTOR
OF PROJECT for ACADEMIC SUCCESS,
COUNSELOR, PROJECT for ACADEMIC
SUCCESS. DEADLINE JANUARY 15, 1978.

E-HE-BC-417

CHAIRPERSON , DEPARTMENT of ART.

Qualifications include an appropriate ter
minal degree and administrative experience.
Would lead and administer the Department of
Art and coordinate the activities of a
professional staff. Would begin in the Fall of

l!lJB nF,AQLINE FEBRUARY 15, 1978.

f.s"M§if"lWf �k�FESSOR of

AGRONOMY
<PLANT GENETICS) , Required PhD . in
planting or plant genetics with strong em
phasis on quantitative genetics. Duties would
include research and teaching. Starting date
&-78. Application deadline 2·1·78.
B-ACC-MH-29

FULL CHARGE BOOKKEEPER. With an

accounting background, at least 9 hours.
Salary
$13,000.
< ALSO)
TROUBLE
SHOOTING ACCOUNTANT. Previously in
charge of accounting department. Salary
116.000 to $18 ')()().

E-HE-BC-41 4

ASSISTANT or ASSOCIATE PROFESSO R of
SOILS . Requires a PH.D. or equivalent in soil
science and experience in teaching at the
college level. The position will be 75 per cent
teaching and 25 per cent research.
nEADLINE FEBRUARY 1, 1978.

.E -HE

bc-415

SPEECH PAUt\lLOGIST. Master's degree,
CCC from asha, and previous clinical or
teaching experience. Primary respon
sibilities would be supervision of un
dergraduate and graduate clinicians.
DEADLINE JANUARY 13, 1978. This
Position Is in M INNESOTA.

fl!b-MH - 1
RADIQ-WRITER'PRODUCER. This position
involves writing, editing, and producing spots
for 30 and 110 second for-nata. A broadcast
background Is preferred. A deep belief in, and
a commitment to the Clurch's Apostolic

outreach is necesaary .

,.,. .

THE NEW LISTING OF OPENINGS FOR
METROPOLITAN
OF
YMCA
THE
CHICAGO IS NOW IN THE OFFICE OF THE
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT.
M -ML-MH- 1 /
E XPE RIENCED MACHINISTS , DRILL
GRINDER
OPERATORS,
PRESS
MACHINE
MILLING
OPERATORS,
" PERATORS, LATRF. OPERATORS.
E -SEC -MH -1 �
2 TEACHING POSITIONS AVAILABLE :
MATHEMATICS, BUSINESS EDUCATION.
Appropriate Teacher Certificate Required.
Salary Minimum of $10,000. Starting Date :
Januarv . 1978.

E -HE -BC - 4 22
PART-TIME TEACHING ASSIGNMENT IN
SOCIOLOGY. Orient and relate classroom
instruction to student's practical employment duties, activities and problems.
Master's degree in Soc iology and practical
work experi ence in social work preferred.

B -ACC -MH - 3 1
ENTRY LEVEL ACCOUNTANT. Will do
journal entry, accounts payable, preparation
of financial statements etc. Also will work on
special projects for the I.C. commuters, in
the Prudential Building, could pay up to
$12,000 a year.
E -HE- BC-4 29
BUSINESS-MANAGEMENT INSTRUCTOR.
Bachelor's degree required, Prefer minimum
of four years work experience in the area of
Business- Management and minimum of two
years teaching experience. Starting date
August 21, 1978. Salary: Master's degree , 2
experience,
years
$12,500.
Master's
degree , potential of $13,700 with 5 years ex
perience maximum. DEADLINE MARCH 15,
1978·
E -HE-BC - 4 3 0

POSITIONS.
TEACHING
TWO
GENEALOGY. Saturday 9-11 A.M. 8 weeks
Starts March 25, 1978. CHINESE COOKING.
Wednesday 7 : »9:30 P.M. 10 weeks Bradley
E -HE - BC-4 24
High School Home Economics room Start
A vacancy 1n tne COUNSELING DEPART·
February 1, 1978
MENT at a Junior High School is anticipated
M -ML MH - 7 8
.::.
in the near future. See Placement Office for
SEVERAL POSITIONS AVAILABLE :
urth
er details.
f
PAYROLL BOOKKEEPER, SECRETARY,
E-HE -BC- 4 26
STAFF ACCOUNTANT, MAINTENANCE
Position Available Summer-Fall 1978.
MAN, COOK, CLERKS, COMPUTER
Significant Professional experience in the
OPERATOR, PHOTOGRAPHER, FIELD,
Fine Arts required and appropriate academic
MARKETING
TRAINEE,
SYSTEMS
experience and administrative competence.
ATTORNEY,
TA X
ANALYST,
DEADLINE DATE : January 20, 1978.
GLASSCUTTE R, CHILD CARE WORKER,
. E- HE BC -4 2 7
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEER,
DRAFT
SENIOR HIGH MATHEMATICS TEACHER.
PERSON, MEDICAL CORPSMAN.
Effective date January 16, 1977 . See
M-ML-M H-79
Placement Office for further details.
FOLLOWING JOB:s NOW AVAILABLE :
M-CL -MH - 1 8
PROG RAMME R-ANALYST, SECRETARY,
CLERICAL POSITION in Production Con·
(2)
EDITORIAL
DISTRIBUTOR,
trol. Type 50 or better, will do checking
POSITION, AND PICTURE EDITOR.
customers orders, due dates production
E-SP-MH-77
delivery date. Salary Commensurate with
SPEECH and LANGUAGE PATHOLOGIST.
experience.
Degree as close to Master's as possible.
Would work with autistic children ages 3·21. 5
ACCOUNTANT. ABLE TO HANDLE general
days on small cam pus with small classrooms.
ing,
nts,
l
tax schedul
ledger, financia stateme
Salary $10,600 . with benefits. OPENING
etc. Salary $12,000 to $14,000. Will train bright
IMMEDIATELY.
accounting major.
.H S - COUN -l1H _ 2 7
E - SEC -MH - 1 3 3
'ntAilQING
COUNSELOR
( FLOOR
R. Bachelors d�
B ILINGUAL TEA
SUPERVISOR > (2 ). Working with 12·15
oll elementary certif� cate.
with State of I
severely retarded children in a sheltered
Fluent in Soanlsb and as well in English.
workshop setting. Prefer Bachelors degree in
E -SEC -MH - 1 3 4
.
Special Education with Certification. Will
DRIVER EDUCATION : Begm January 16•
consider related fields. Bachelor's degree Is
1978·
required. Salary range $8,000 . to $9,000 .
3
2
M -OTHER -BC
Immediately .
H S - SW -MH - 4 9
GRAPHICS ARTS · Person will do key-line,
EDUCATION
equipment,
TIUN" and
photosetting
CONSULTA
Operator
paste-up,
I.B.M. typewriter. Should have a flair for art, P R 0 G R A M S D E V E L 0 P M E N T
and be detail-minded. Will take beginner with SPECIALIST. Salary $10,640 to $14,365.
a
potential. Salary approximately $5. 00 per Minimum requirement �aster's degree
hour . Experience penons as high as fl.OO per social science or related f1eld. It al� reqwres
a minimum of one years expenence of a
hour.
related Consultation and Education work.
E-HE-BC- 419
ALCOHOL
MANAGER,
ACADEMIC COORDINATOR. Must have a ALSO UNIT
Bachelor's Degree, Master's Degree in TREATMENT CENTER PROGRAM. Salary
Reading or English preferred and two years $15,960. • $21 ,545. 4 years of college, sup
teaching experience is desired. Job plemental by a Master's degree in
responsibilities include implementing an Behaviorial sciences, public health, ad
academic and paraprofessional develop- ministration or related field. DEADLINE
mental programs.
FOR BOTH POSITIONS IS JANUARY 15,

�

?JIE

�

E-HE BC-420

DEAN of the SCHOOL of EDUCATION. Must
have an earned Doctorate previous administrat ive experienc e in education ,
demonstrated expertise in human relations,
and high expectations for excellence in
teaching, publication, and research. Starting
Date July 1 , 1978. DEADLINE FEBRUARY

1978.

HS - SW � - 5· �

COMMUN ITY OUTREACH WORKER, B.A.
in a related Human Services field and-or 2·3
l nge
years experience in outdoor stress-chale
programs, street work counseling, group
work, etc. Weekly salary $182.70 plus travel
allowance fringe benefits. DEADLINE

JANUARY 30, 1978.
1, 1978.
E-SP-BC-73
B-SALES-mh-45 ·
SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER. Would SEVERAL SALES POSITIONS NOW
work with physically and mentally ban· AVAILABLE. Openings are in several states.
dicapped children between the ages of 5 tbru See PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR FURTHER
17. Must have B.S. and Certification by the DETAILS .
B -MGMT-mh - 4 7
State or Citv of Chicago if possible.
ALSO·
M-PT-MH-87
PRODUCTIO N SUPERVISO R·
INVENTO RY CREWS. Inventory specialists FLOOR SUPERVISOR. Should possess some
are now seeking employees for their year end rehabilitation experience and-or industry
business which begins December 27th and related experience pertaining to contractual
lasts approximately to the end of February . set-up of material, inventory control, in
Basically our job Is to take inventory in retail spections or quality control. Salary base
and grocery stores in the Chicago area. We scale $9566.00 per annum. DEADLINE
train the people we hire to use our speclally JANUARY 16. 1978.
E -SP-MH-78
manufactured calculaton.
MALE RJ!;SlUgNT}AL COUNSELOR II.
M-PT-MH-88
Drop-in lighted school program requires Requires Bachelor's degree and-or in·
adults 21 or older. $3.50 to $5.00 per hour for stitutional residential care experience
weekend evenings, 6:30 to 1 1 : 30 p.m. Prefer preferred. Under the direct supervision of the
experience with teens or organized college unit supervisor, performs at a
professional level with teachers and social
recreational activity.
workers in providing p1'011'8111S for students.

.E.....Q.Tl-fll f..'--::ffi.:.J.Q !l..

PSYCHOLOGIST. Requires Type 73 cer
tification with ability to lead staff con
ferences and have background in the
development of a therapy program dealing
with children and families. Opening IM·
MEDIATE.

E-SP-MH-7 5

SPEECH THE .ttA PIST. Must have a
credential issued
by
the
state of
CALIFORNIA that authorizes service as a
Speech Therapist. Salary $9,978. for a person
with no experience �d a B.A. or B.S. Degree.
A person with a Master's Degree and 45
semester units of college credit and five
years experience as a Speech Therapist, can
start at $16,119. for a 182 day work year.
PORM'TON TS IN CALIFORNIA.

E-SP MH 76

SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHERS. EMR,
LD, Requires B.S. degree Special
Education City of Chicago or State of Illinois
Certificate. Salaries depending on education
and work experience $8,500 to $9,500 .
B-ACC -MH - 3 0
INSIDE SALES
REPRESENTATIVE.
Minimum education, 2 years college level
courses related to engineering and sales or
related experience. Prior work experience,
aggressive and successful sales background.
Field and-or inside sales responsibilities.
Hours R · m to s:m Monday thru Friday.
E -HE - BC - 433

TMR,

RESEARCH TECHNICIAN. Bachelor's
degree required and a strong interest or
experience in electron microscopy is desired.

E-OTHER-Mii -9<:1

LEARNING WEH INSTRUCTOR. Required
B.A. in Education and-or 2·3 years experience
in alternative education endeavors. Group
work skills with youth are very desirable.
Weekly salary $182.70 plus travel allowance
and fringe benefits. DEADLINE JANUARY
30, 1978.

PS-FED-MH-52

THE NEW LIST OF U.S. CIVIL SERVICE
POSITION
ARE
NOW
IN
THE
PLACEMENT
OFFICE.
DEADLINE
MARCH 31, 1978 ..
PS-FED-MH- 5 3
FIRST OFFICER P-4+ Requires a PH.D or
equivalent advanced degree in a field of
science related to the duties of the post. At
least ten years experience in the development
of radiation protection recommendations and
standards for the protection of man. Salary
$20,209.10. ALSO FIRST OFFICER P-4+
Requires a Univenity Degree or Equivalent
in
nuclear
engineering,
industrial
engineering ; extensive experience in the field
of safeguards systems studies or related
activities. Salary $20,209.10. ALSO SECOND
OFFICER P-3+ University degree or
equivalent in nuclear chemistry or nuclear
chemical engineering ; several years' ex
perience in the processing of nuclear
materials. Salary $16,978.25.

(]ilSS ifif�fiS
For Sale Antique metal bed $200 . Two half
moon parrots $100 Call 481·2655 .
For sale, King size water bed with frame and
heater, $150; Zenith console TV, $150. Call
534-5000x235
3 , ask for Mr. Comesk y.
I am interested in borrowing, renting, or
buying used ski equipment for children and
adults. Please call x.2293 , 2471 or ev. 748-0820.

